Abstract. This paper proposes a method for automatically inserting check statements for access control into a given recursive program according to a given security specification. A history-based access control (HBAC) is assumed as the access control model. A security specification is given in terms of information flow. We say that a program π satisfies a specification Γ if π is type-safe when we consider each security class in Γ as a type. We first define the problem as the one to insert check statements into a given program π to obtain a program π that is type-safe for a given specification Γ . This type system is sound in the sense that if a program π is type-safe for a specification Γ , then π has noninterference property for Γ . Next, the problem is shown to be co-NP-hard and we propose an algorithm for solving the problem. The paper also reports experimental results based on our implemented system and shows that the proposed method can work within reasonable time.
Introduction
A language-based access control is a promising approach to preventing untrusted modules from accessing confidential data. Stack inspection provided by the Java virtual machine (JVM) and the common language runtime (CLR) is a typical successful example. In a language-based access control, a statement for runtime permission check such as checkPermission of JVM (abbreviated as check statement) is placed just before a statement accessing confidential data. Permissions to be checked at each check statement are usually set manually; however, an inappropriate setting of permissions causes either security flaw or unnecessary abortion of execution. Therefore a systematic method for generating appropriate check statements is desired. This paper assumes a (shallow) history-based access control (HBAC) [1, 12] as an access control model and proposes a method for automatically inserting check statements into a given recursive program according to a given security specification. In this paper, a security specification is given in terms of information flow [8, 9] : a specification is an assignment of a security class (e.g. top secret, confidential, and unclassified) to each input and output variable (or channel) of a program. The set of security classes is assumed to be a finite semilattice. Since one of the main purposes of access control (especially, mandatory access control) is to prevent undesirable information leak by deciding which user (or process) can have access to which resource, it is natural to give a security specification using the concept of information flow.
We say that a program π satisfies a specification Γ if π is type-safe when we consider each security class in Γ as a type. This type system is sound in the sense that if a program π is type-safe for a specification Γ , then π has noninterference property for Γ (Theorem 1). Noninterference property is a widely-used semantic (but undecidable in general) criterion for the confidentiality. Intuitively, a program π has noninterference property for a specification Γ if the content of a variable v in π is not affected by the content of any variable in π whose security class specified by Γ is higher than v.
Next, we define the problem as follows: for a given program π including zero or more check statements with permissions to be checked unspecified and a specification Γ , specify permissions to be checked at each check statements in π so that the resultant program is type-safe for Γ . This definition does not lose generality since check statements are usually placed just before access statements and it can be easily done automatically. Then, the problem is shown to be co-NPhard (Theorem 2) and we propose an algorithm for solving the problem using a model checking method for pushdown systems (PDS). The idea of the proposed method is simple. If we find an execution trace that violates a specification by analyzing the PDS derived from an HBAC program, then we add appropriate permissions to be checked at a check statement nearest to the undesirable access to remove this execution trace. However, adding new permissions may introduce a new violation of the specification (known as a covert channel). This covert channel can be avoided by carefully designed fixpoint operation given in Section 5. The paper also reports experimental results based on our implemented system and shows that the proposed method can generate check statements within reasonable time.
Related Work Static analysis of programs using stack inspection (or stackbased access control, SBAC) has been widely studied, e.g. for safety verification [15, 20] , LTL model checking [11] , analysis of current permission sets [6, 16] . Pottier et al. [23] and Besson et al. [7] proposed type systems such that type safety implies no violation against runtime access control in an SBAC program. Also safety verification method and its implementation for HBAC programs were reported [26] . Information flow analysis has a long history stemming from [8, 9] and has been extensively studied for recursive programs using Hoare logic [2] , abstract interpretation [21] , and type systems [14, 17, 25] . The combination of static analysis and dynamic control of information flow has also been studied for usual recursive programs [19, 18, 13] . Information flow analysis has been extended to SBAC [3, 5] and HBAC [4] . The latter showed interesting phenomena that check statements themselves may cause implicit information flow. The work of [22] regarded dynamic permissions as a security class, considered that check statements represent a security specification, and proposed a dynamic control mechanism of information flow. To the authors' knowledge, however, this paper is the first one to deal with the problem of automatic generation of access control statements from a specification of information flow.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the syntax and operational semantics of an HBAC program is defined. In Section 3, we define a security specification as well as the notion of type-safety by deriving a pushdown system (PDS) from a given program π and a specification Γ . This PDS in effect constitutes a type system for π under Γ . Also it is shown that type-safety implies noninterference property. In Section 4, the problem is defined and the problem is shown to be co-NP-hard. In Section 5, an algorithm for solving the problem by reachability analysis of the PDS is given, followed by the experimental results.
Input Program

Syntax
A program consists of a set Func of functions, a set In of input channels, and a set Out of output channels. The body of each function is an element of cseq defined by the following BNF specification.
In the above BNF specification, out, in, x, c, P , and θ represent an output channel, an input channel, a variable, a constant, a subset of permissions, and a built-in operator, respectively. The statements in the right-hand side of cmd represent an if statement, an if-else statement, an output statement, an input statement, an assignment statement (without function call), a function call statement, and a permission-check statement (check statement for short), respectively. For a check statement check[P ], P is called the argument of this check statement. For simplicity, no iteration statement is defined; iteration must be specified by recursive function call. The return value of a function f is stored in a special variable named ret f .
A program interacts with its environment only through the input and output channels; the starting function (main function) has no arguments or return value.
Access Control Mechanism
Below we informally describe the HBAC [1, 26] , the access control mechanism assumed in this paper. (Formal definition is given in Section 2.3.) HBAC is proposed to resolve the weakness of the stack inspection such that it ignores the execution history of functions of which execution is finished [1, 4, 26] . (See [1] for the design principles of HBAC.) A subset of permissions is assigned to each function f before runtime. We call the subset the static permission set of f , denoted as SP (f ). The runtime system controls another subset of permissions called the current permission set. When a program starts, the current permission set is initialized as the static permission set of the starting function. The current permission set is updated when a function is called. The updated current permission set is the intersection of the old current permission set and the static permission set of the callee function; that is, every permission not assigned to the callee function is removed from the current permission set.
When the control reaches a check statement check[P ], the execution is continued if the current permission set includes all permissions in P , and the execution is aborted otherwise.
Hereafter we assume that a program is represented as a control flow graph (such as Figure 1 ) in which conditional branches are well-nested. Each node of the graph represents a program point, and each directed edge represents a control flow with in a function. Example 1. Consider a sample program π 0 in Figure 1 . The transition of the call stack and the current permission set of π 0 is depicted in Figure 2 .
When function g is called at program point n 8 in function f , permission q is removed from the current permission set. After that, when the control reaches n 3 in function main, the execution is aborted because q is not in the current permission set. Abortion at a check statement does not occur if function g is never called or the control never reaches n 3 .
Since the current permission set is uniquely determined by the set of functions that have invoked so far, we assume that PRM = { p f | f ∈ Func } and SP (f ) = PRM \ {p f } for each f ∈ Func without loss of generality 3 . That is, p f remains in the current permission set if and only if f has never been invoked.
Operational Semantics
For a program π, we define a transition system M π that represents the behavior of π. A configuration of M π is a pair (σ, ξ), in which σ is a state of the input and output channels and ξ is a stack (i.e. a sequence of stack frames). A state of an output channel is a finite sequence of values that have been output so far. A state of an input channel is an infinite sequence of values that are going to be read out. A stack is a finite sequence of stack frames, and a stack frame is a triple n, µ, C in which n is a program point, µ is a state of local variables (including formal parameters and the return value variable ret f ), and C is the current permission set. The leftmost stack frame of a stack is the stack top.
The transition relation of M π is the smallest relation that satisfies the following inference rules. As mentioned before, we assume that a program is represented as a control flow graph, and we write n → n if there exists a control flow from a program point n to n . The program statement of a program point n is denoted as λ(n). For the end point n of a function, λ(n) = return. The formal parameter list of a function f is denoted as param(f ), and the initial program point of f is denoted as IT (f ). The concatenation of two sequences ξ 1 and ξ 2 is denoted as ξ 1 : ξ 2 . The state in which every variable is undefined is denoted as ⊥. For a state µ, µ [x → v] is the state that maps x to v and y to µ(y) for every y = x. We extend the domain of a state µ to expressions in the usual way, i.e., µ(θ(e 1 , . . . , e k )) = θ(µ(e 1 ), . . . , µ(e k )).
Rule (3) means that when the control is at the program point n of an assignment statement x := e and n → n , the control can move to n with updating the state of variables to µ = µ[x → µ(e)]. Rules (1) and (2) are similar to Rule (3). Rule (4) means that when the control is at the program point n of a function call statement x := f (e 1 , . . . , e k ), a new stack frame is pushed into the stack, the control moves to IT (f ), and the current values of e 1 , . . . , e k are assigned to the formal parameters of f . At the same time, the current permission set is updated to C ∩ SP (f ). Rule (5) means that when the control is at the end point m of a function, the stack top is removed from the stack and the value of ret f is returned to the caller. Rule (6) represents the transition for check statements. Rules (7), (8) , and (9) represent the transition for if statements. Although pushing a stack frame into the stack at Rules (7) and (8) is unnecessary for M π , we defined the rules so to keep the proof of soundness (Theorem 1) simple.
An initial configuration of a program π is (σ 0 , IT (f 0 ), ⊥, SP (f 0 ) ) where σ 0 is a state that maps every output channel to the empty sequence and f 0 is the main function. A stack frame n, µ, C is said to be reachable if there exists a transitions cnf 0 · · · (σ, n, µ, C : ξ) for some initial configuration cnf 0 and some σ and ξ. The above sequence is called an execution trace. Similarly, a node n is reachable if there is a reachable stack frame n, µ, C for some µ and C.
Information Flow Specification
An information flow specification is an assignment of security classes to the input and output channels.
We assume that the set of security classes, denoted as SC, is an arbitrary finite semilattice partially ordered by a relation . The least element of SC is denoted as L (= Low), and the least upper bound of a, b ∈ SC is denoted as a b. A simple example of SC is {H, L} (High and Low) such that L H. For this example, transmitting a value computed using a value from an H input channel into an L output channel is a violation of the information flow specification.
Absence of the violation of an information flow specification can formally be defined in terms of noninterference; i.e., no violation exists if values written to every L output channel do not change even when values read out from an H input channel change. However, it is well-known that noninterference is an undecidable property even if access control is absent. Therefore, we define an abstract system M π from a program π and a specification Γ and define the notion of type safety by regarding each security class as a type. The soundness of this type system is guaranteed by Theorem 1, which states that type safety of M π implies noninterference of π for Γ .
Derived Pushdown System and Type Safety
For a given program π and an information flow specification Γ , we define a transition system M π as follows. Intuitively, M π represents the behavior of a program that is the same as π except that each variable x keeps a security class instead of a value stored in x. Since the set SC of security classes is finite, M π is a pushdown system (PDS), and we can compute the reachable set of stack frames of M π [10] .
A configuration of M π is a stack. While a stack frame of M π is a triple n, µ, C , that of M π is n, sc, C in which sc is an assignment of security classes to local variables and permissions. The transition relation ⇒ of M π is the smallest relation that satisfies the following inference rules, in which e is the expression obtained from an expression e by substituting for every built-in operator in e.
An initial configuration and reachable stack frames of M π are defined in the same way as M π .
In the above definition of M π , each assignment statement is replaced with a calculation on security classes. For example, an assignment statement z := x + y in π is replaced with z := x y in M π , because the security class of z after this assignment is the maximum of the security classes of x and y.
We also have to consider the implicit flow from the condition of an if statement to each branch of the statement. For example, although variable y does not appear in the right-hand side of each assignment statement for x in the following if statement, one can decide whether y = 0 or not if he or she can see the value of x just after this if statement. That is, information of y implicitly flows to x.
We use a special variable ν if in M π for representing the security class of information that implicitly flows. The security class of ν if increases at the beginning of a conditional branch, and the increase is canceled at the end of the branch (see Rules (16) and (17)). To save the security class of ν if before a conditional branch, a new stack frame is pushed into the stack in Rule (16) .
We have to consider another kind of implicit flow caused by a check statement. For example, when the following compound statement is executed and p / ∈ SP (f ) for the callee function f , one can know whether y = 0 or not because if y = 0 then permission p is removed from the current permission set and the execution is aborted at the check statement.
In this case, the information on whether y = 0 or not flows into the current permission set, and then the information flows outside by the check statement (even when the execution is not aborted at the check statement). Hence we take the security class of each permission p into account as well as that of each variable. The security class of p represents the security class of information on whether or not p remains in the current permission set. Moreover, we consider that information on each permission contained in the argument of a check statement flows into an insecure output channel; that is, a type error exists if a permission p whose security class is not L is contained in the argument of a check statement (cf. type error E3 described below).
Type Error
We say that there exists a type error in M π if there exists a reachable stack frame n, sc, C that satisfies any of the following conditions E1 to E4. If no type error exists in M π , then we say that π is type-safe.
E1) λ(n)
E1 represents a situation in which a value of a security class higher than an output channel out is written to out. E2 represents an information leak through an input channel. We assume that an attacker can be aware of reading out a value from an input channel, and thus an implicit flow occurs if the reading out is performed in a branch of an if-statement. Therefore we consider that a type error exists if sc(ν if ) Γ (in) for an input statement x := in. E3 and E4 represent an information leak through a check statement. E3 represents a situation in which information on the current permission set flows out. E4 represents a situation in which an attacker is aware of the current program point because of the abortion at the check statement.
Another kind of information flow may occur when a program does not terminate. For example, when functions main and f are defined as follows, this program does not terminate if and only if the value read out from in is zero.
For simplicity, we ignore this kind of information flow in this paper (termination insensitivity). Although we can modify our type-error detection method as follows so that it becomes sound even for the above kind of information flow, the modified method may report more false positives because it considers that every loop may not terminate.
(1) Find all functions in M π that may not terminate. This can be performed by finding cycles in the call graph. (2) For a function call statement that calls a function that may not terminate, if sc(ν if ) = L then we regard it as a type error.
Soundness
The above type-error detection method using M π is sound in the sense that π satisfies noninterference if M π is type-safe (and if π always terminates). This soundness is guaranteed by Theorem 1 shown below. In the following, sc 1 sc 2 is the assignment of security classes such that (sc 1 sc 2 )(x) = sc 1 (x) sc 2 (x) for all x. The reflexive transitive closures of and ⇒ are denoted as * and ⇒ * , respectively.
Proof. Define a subset V of variables as V = { x | The security class of x at n "affects" the security class of x at n }. Because M performs no calculation other than , x ∈ V implies sc i (x) τ (i = 1, 2) by the assumption. Moreover, sc (y) depends only on (sc 1 sc 2 )(x) for x ∈ V . Thus, again, M performs no calculation other than , sc (y) x∈V (sc 1 sc 2 )(x) holds. By the definition of sc 1 sc 2 , x∈V (sc 1 sc 2 )(x) τ .
Lemma 2.
If M is type-safe when the initial configuration is n, sc 1 , C and when that is n, sc 2 , C , then M is type-safe when the initial configuration is n, sc 1 sc 2 , C .
Proof. By Lemma 1.
Below we show the soundness theorem (Theorem 1). Intuitive meaning of each item stated in the theorem is as follows. Item (1) states that M π is typesafe. Items (2) and (3) state an assumption such that for two execution traces of π, the value of every variable whose security class is less than or equal to τ at the beginning of those traces is the same. Items (4) and (5) state that if the security class of a variable y at the end of every trace is less than or equal to τ , then the value of y at the end of every trace in π is the same; i.e. π satisfies noninterference. Item (6) is the same property for input and output channels.
Theorem 1 (Soundness).
Let π be an HBAC program, Γ be a specification with SC as the set of security classes, n be a program point in π, sc ∈ SC, and C 1 and C 2 be subsets of permissions in π such that ( 
1) there exists no type error in M π if the initial configuration of M π is either
n, sc, C 1 or n, sc, C 2 .
Assume the folloing three conditions hold.
Then, the following two conditions hold.
. This theorem can be proved by induction on the length of α 1 .
(Basis) Assume that the length of α is zero. This implies n = n . Since no iteration statement exists, the length of α 2 is also zero, and thus σ i = σ i , µ i = µ i , and C i = C i (i = 1, 2). Moreover, n = n and C 1 = C 1 imply n, sc, C 1 ⇒ * n, sc, C 1 = n , sc, C 1 , and thus sc(y) τ by Assumption (4). Therefore (5) and (6) hold by Assumption (3).
(Induction step) Let the length of α 1 be > 0 and assume that this theorem holds whenever the length of α 1 is less than . Note that since the stack of the last configuration of α 1 contains only one stack frame, if λ(n) is a function call statement then the end of α 1 never be in the middle of the callee function. In the same way, if λ(n) is an if statement then the end of α 1 never be in the middle of that statement.
(B) Execution traces α
and we can show that this theorem holds for the first part of α i to (σ i , n , µ i , C i ) by Case (A).
Let S be the set that consists of every sc such that n, sc, C i ⇒ * n , sc , C i (i = 1 or 2). Since this theorem holds for the first part of α i (i = 1, 2), ( S)(x) τ implies µ 1 (x) = µ 2 (x) for every variable x and ( S)(p) τ implies p ∈ C 1 ⇔ p ∈ C 2 for every permission p.
For every sc ∈ S, n , sc , C i ⇒ * n , sc , C i (i = 1 or 2) implies n, sc, C i ⇒ * n , sc , C i and thus sc (y) τ by Assumption (4). Thus n , S, C i ⇒ * n , sc , C i implies sc (y) τ by Lemma 1. Moreover, by Lemma 2, M is type-safe when the initial configuration is n , S, C i .
Therefore we can show (5) and (6) by applying the induction hypothesis to the second part (from n to n ) of α i (i = 1, 2) and the execution trace n , S, C i ⇒ * n , sc , C i of M . 
Permission-Check Statement Insertion Problem
Problem Statement
The permission-check statement insertion problem is defined as follows.
Input A program π and an information flow specification Γ . All check statements in π must be check [∅] . Output A type-safe program π that is obtained from π by modifying the arguments of arbitrary number of check statements.
Example 2. Consider the program π 1 and the information flow specification (i.e. assignment of security classes to input and output channels) in Figure 3 . If input channel select always gives a non-zero value at program points n 0 and n 5 , then the execution trace of the program is (a prefix of) the following transition sequence of stacks, where the three components of each stack frame represent a program point, a state of variables and permissions, and the current permission set, respectively. The state of variables and permissions is a tuple of the security classes of variables x, y, ν if , ret f , and ret g , and permissions p f and p g . 
In the above trace, a type error of E1 occurs in the statement out 1 := y at n 8 . To remove this error, we can add permission p g to the argument of the check statement at n 7 . After this addition, the execution along the above trace is aborted at n 7 since the current permission set {p f } at n 7 in that trace does not contain p g , and the above error is removed. Moreover, this addition does not bring any other type errors of E3 or E4 because the security classes of p g and ν if at n 7 are L in every trace from n 0 to n 7 .
Example 3. Consider the program π 2 and the information flow specification in Figure 4 . When the control reaches n 14 , a type error of E1 occurs since the security class of variable y is H. We thus have to modify the arguments of the check statements at n 7 and n 13 to make n 14 unreachable. When the control reaches n 7 , the stack top is fr 1 or fr 2 shown below according to the execution trace from n 0 to n 7 . When the control reaches n 13 , the stack top is one of fr 3 , . . . , fr 6 . In the following stack frames, the second component is the same as Example 2; that represents the security classes of x, y, ν if , ret f , ret g , p f , and p g .
Stack frames fr 1 and fr 3 correspond to traces going through both n 4 and n 6 , while fr 2 and fr 4 correspond to traces going through n 6 and not through n 4 . Similarly, fr 5 corresponds to a trace going through both n 9 and n 11 , while fr 6 corresponds to a trace going through n 11 and not through n 9 .
If we add p f to the argument of n 13 , then a type error of E3 occurs at fr 3 . On the other hand, if we add p g to the argument of n 13 , then a type error of E3 occurs at fr 5 . However, we can add p g to the argument of n 7 without type errors of E3 or E4, and this addition makes fr 3 and fr 4 unreachable. Therefore we can make n 14 unreachable without type errors of E3 or E4 by letting the argument of n 7 be {p g } and the argument of n 13 be {p f }.
Complexity Theorem 2. The permission-check statement insertion problem is co-NP-hard.
Proof. Let ChkIns be the decision problem corresponding to the permissioncheck statement insertion problem; i.e., ChkIns is the problem that answers whether or not a solution of the permission-check statement insertion problem exists for a given program π and a given information flow specification Γ . We show a reduction from the complement of 3SAT to ChkIns.
Let U, C be an instance of 3SAT where U = {x 1 , . . . , x n } is the set of variables and C = {c 1 , . . . , c m } is the set of clauses. We write each positive literal x i as x i1 and each negative literal x i as x i0 . We also write the three literals of each clause c j as x cj1 , x cj2 , and x cj3 , respectively.
By the reduction, an instance U, C of 3SAT is transformed into an instance π 3 , Γ of ChkIns shown in Figure 5 . Program π 3 consists of three parts A, B, and C, and a type error occurs whenever the control reaches part C because a value read out from h is written to out.
Just after the control pass through part A, the following properties hold.
if low >0 Firstly, assume that the set C of clauses is satisfiable. In this case, there exists the execution trace corresponding to a truth assignment that satisfies C. When the control has passed through part A along the trace, there exists some j ∈ {1, 2, 3} for each clause c j such that the security class of x c j j is H. Hence there exists an the execution trace in part B that passes the node "if x c j j > 0" for every j, and every check statement on this trace cannot abort the execution without a type error of E4. Therefore no solution exists for π 3 , Γ .
Secondly, assume that C is not satisfiable. In this case, we can obtain a typesafe program π from π by letting the argument of every check statement be {p fc j } if the check statement is in a branch of if x c j > 0. The type-safeness is shown as follows. Since C is unsatisfiable, after any execution of part A, there exists some j such that the security classes of x cj1 , x cj2 , and x cj3 are L. Thus f cj1 , f cj2 , and f cj3 have been called by the above (2) , and the execution is going to be aborted at any of six check statements corresponding to c j ; i.e., the control never reaches part C. Moreover, a type error of E4 never occurs in any check statement because if the execution is aborted at a check statement in a branch of if x c j > 0, then permission p fc j is not in the current permission set and thus f c j has been called. By the above (2), the security class of x c j , which is the same as sc(ν if ), is L.
Automatic Generation
Algorithm
We call a program point n a check node if λ(n) = check[P ] for some P . On the permission-check statement insertion problem, all we can do is to add permissions to the argument of check statements. When a program π is obtained from π by adding permissions to the arguments of check statements, the transition relation of M π is a subset of that of M π , since the precondition of the inference rule (15) in Section 3.1 holds for M π if it holds for M π and the other rules do not depend on check statements. Hence, we can design an algorithm for solving the problem as follows. For each reachable stack frame fr of M π that causes a type error of E1 or E2, make fr unreachable by adding a permission to the argument of some check statement in each execution trace α from an initial configuration to fr . Let α = cnf 0 ⇒ · · · ⇒ n, sc, C : ξ ⇒ · · · ⇒ fr : ξ be such a trace where n is the check node whose argument is to be modified. If a permission p / ∈ C is added to the argument of n, the execution will be aborted at n in α. So if we perform this modification for every α, then fr becomes unreachable. However, the above modification may introduce another type error of E3 or E4. Let us fix the node n for a while. The necessary and sufficient condition to avoid such a type error as a side effect is: sc(p) = L, sc(ν if ) = L, and any other stack frame n, sc , C for the same n for which p brings a type error (i.e. sc (p) = L or (p / ∈ C and sc (ν if ) = L)) is unreachable (by possibly modifying the argument of another check statement).
Based on the above observation, the algorithm consists of two phases: (1) For each check node n, compute SafeP (n), which is the set of all permissions that can be added to the argument of n without type error or with type error that can be removed by other check statements; (SafeP (n) is formally defined in Phase (1) below.) (2) For every type-error stack frame fr and a trace α = cnf 0 ⇒ · · · ⇒ fr :ξ , find a configuration n, sc, C :ξ in α and a permission p such that n and p satisfy the condition mentioned in the previous paragraph, by using SafeP (n). If the addition of p introduces a type error, then repeat Phase (2).
In the following, let cnf 0 be an initial configuration of M π , top(fr : ξ) = fr be the function that answers the stack top, and LP (sc) = { p | sc(p) = L } be the subset of permissions whose security class is L for a given sc.
Phase (1): Computation of SafeP (n)
We define the following two inference rules (18) and (19) .
Since every occurence of Stoppable(·) and SafeP (·) is negative, these two rules have the greatest fixpoints for these two predicates, which can be computed as follows. We say that a stack frame fr is stoppable if Stoppable(fr ) holds during the computation. (19) according to the current Stoppable(·). To do this, compute all reachable stack frames of M π based on a model checking method for pushdown systems. If a stack frame n, sc, C for a check node n is reachable, then remove every permission p satisfying the second precondition of (19) from SafeP (n). (iv) Repeat Steps (ii) and (iii) until no more change occurs.
Phase (2):
Changing the arguments of check statements Let M ex be the pushdown system obtained from M π by extending the stack frames to 4-tuples and substituting the following inference rules (20) and (21) for Rule (15) for check statements. The fourth component of a stack frame is a pair n, Q of a program point and a subset of permissions. This pair represents that top(cnf ) = n, sc, C for some sc and C such that cnf is the last stoppable configuration on the execution trace to the current configuration and the execution will be actually aborted by adding an arbitrary element of Q to the argument of n.
By the following algorithm, the arguments of check statements are modified to remove type errors. ...
Fig. 6. Program πa(k).
(i) Let the fourth component of the initial configuration of M ex be ⊥, and compute all reachable stack frames of M ex . (ii) If a type-error stack frame n, sc, C, X is reachable and X = n , Q , then add an arbitrary element of Q to the argument of the check statement at n . If X = ⊥, then notify a user that the given problem instance has no solution, and halt. (iii) Repeat Steps (i) and (ii) until no more change occurs.
Experiment
We describe the results of an experiment in which a prototype implementation of the above algorithm is applied to the following two kinds of problem instances. Each input program is an extension of program π 1 in Figure 3 .
(1) The input program π a (k) in Figure 6 has k functions f i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and the security class of the return value of function f i is M i . Security class
Program π a (k) also has k check statements and k output channels, and the security class of each output channel out i is M i . Thus we have to modify the argument of each check statement so that the return value of f i is written only to out i . Figure 7 is a program obtained from π a (k) by splitting the lower part of the main function into a separate function, which can be arbitrarily repeated by a tail call to itself. . Computation of reachable stack frames of M ex is dominant in the proposed algorithm. We adopt an efficient method for computing the set of reachable stack frames described in [24, Section 4.4] , whose computation time is proportional to the number of reachable stack frames. The number of reachable stack frames for π a (k) and π b (k) is shown in Figure 9 , which plots the same curves as Figure 8 . This result suggests that the time complexity of the proposed algorithm is the order of the number of reachable stack frames.
Comparison between the proposed implementation and Moped
The main part of the proposed algorithm is the computation of the set of reachable stack frames, and it can be performed using existing model checking tools for PDS. However, those are not optimized for analysis of HBAC programs and their suitability for the permission-check statement insertion problem is unknown. Hence we measured the computation time required by PDS model checking tool Moped (version 1.0.14)
5 for computing the set of reachable stack frames of π a (k) (Figure 10 ).
While our implementation required at most two seconds when k ≤ 100, the computation time of Moped rapidly increases, and it becomes more than several hours when k ≥ 17. From this results, our implementation is more suitable for the permission-check statement insertion problem than Moped. 
Conclusion
In this paper we studied on a problem to automatically insert permission-check statements for making a given program satisfy a given information flow specification. We showed that the problem is co-NP-hard. We also proposed an algorithm based on a model checking method of pushdown systems. Applying a prototype implementation to problem instances, we found that the complexity of the proposed algorithm is proposional to the number of reachable stack frames. Future work includes the followings.
(1) A method for finding the optimal solution: Some problem instances have more than one solution, and the proposed algorithm does not necessarily answer an optimal one. We would like to investigate an algorithm to find the solution that minimize the total size of the argument of check statements. 
